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Cause of Death Register 

The cause of Death Register was originally designed and built by Dr Mark Holmes using a Filemaker data base 
which was located on an Apple Mac.  Due to increasing problems with access and support our IT Department has 
been migrating databases away from Filemaker and onto more current servers. 

Hence in June 2018 the Cause of Death register was rebuilt in a Qualtrics format.  Since this time we 
have received 44 entries, 23 Female and 21 Male. The Male age mean is 8.71 years with a range of 4-13 
years. The Female age mean is 8.69 years with a range of 2-14 years. 
 

The main cause of death reported is ‘Tumour or Cancer  Related’ = 33 cases, ‘Old age’ accounted for 3 deaths, 
trauma for 2, and one each for heart disease, infections disease, kidney disease, liver disease, other and unknown 
(Figure 1). 

Tumour types were given for 28 entries, tumour sites are  shown in Figure 2. 

Tumour type number 

Histiocytoic sarcoma 8 

Haemangiosarcoma 6 

Leukaemia 4 

Chondrosarcoma 2 

Carcinoma, not specified 3 

Neopalsia, not specified 2 

Melanoma 2 

Lymphoma 1 

Mast cell tumour 1 

Osteosarcoma 1 

Soft tissue sarcoma 1 

 

 

 

 



Figure 1 – summary of Cause of Death entries 

 



 

 

Figure 2: summary of tumour sites. 

 

 

Other Activities. 

Andrea Mosca (Resident in Medical Oncology) presented the attached Clinical Research Poster at the European 
Society of Oncology (ESVONC) meeting in Gran Canaria in May 2018, detailing the findings of the Cause of Death 
Register. 

Chiara Talamonti was awarded an MPhil from the University of Cambridge for her dissertation ‘Evaluation of the 
microenvironment and immune function in histiocytic sarcoma, a tumour of dendritic cells’.  The project 
confirmed that the lymphocytes infiltrating histiocytic sarcomas are regulatory T cells and identified a possible 
role for the Programmed Death Ligand 1 (PD-L1) pathway in allowing Histiocytic sarcoma to evade the body’s 
immune system. 

 



Future Directions 

We are looking forwards to starting a  collaborative study on microRNA expression in Histiocytic sarcoma in 2019 
with David Sargan (University of Cambridge) and Anna Hollis & Mike Starkey (Animal Health Trust). 

 

 

 


